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First Grade Quarter 2 

Unit 2:  Introduction to Place Value Through Addition and Subtraction Within 20 Part 2, Topics C-D 
Approximately 18 Days – Begin around October 18th  

Unit 2 serves as a bridge from students' prior work with problem solving within 10 to work within 100 as students begin to solve addition and subtraction 
problems involving teen numbers. Students go beyond the Level 2 strategies of counting on and counting back as they learn Level 3 strategies informally called 
"make ten" or "take from ten." 

Major Clusters: 

1.OA.A – Represent and solve problems involving addition and subtraction. 
1.OA.B – Understand and apply properties of operations and the relationship between addition and subtraction. 
1.OA.C – Add and subtract within 20. 
1.NBT.B – Understand place value. 

Supporting 
Clusters: 

 

Vocabulary A ten, ones, number bonds 
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Arizona’s College and Career Ready 
Standards 

Explanations & Examples Notes & Resources 

1.OA A 1 Use addition and subtraction within 20 to 
solve word problems involving situations 
of adding to, taking from, putting 
together, taking apart, and comparing, 
with unknowns in all positions, e.g., by 
using objects, drawings, and equations 
with a symbol for the unknown number to 
represent the problem. 
 
1.MP.1. Make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them. 
1.MP.2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 
1.MP.3. Construct viable arguments and 
critique the reasoning of others. 

Contextual problems that are closely connected to students’ lives should 
be used to develop fluency with addition and subtraction. Table 1 
describes the four different addition and subtraction situations and their 
relationship to the position of the unknown. 1st grade students should 
have experiences with all problem situations in Table 1. Students use 
objects, drawings, or numbers to represent the different situations. 

 Take From example: Abel has 9 apples. He gave 3 to Susan.  How 
many apples does Abel have now? 

 Compare example: Abel has 9 apples. Susan has 3 apples. How 
many more apples does Abel have than Susan?  A student will use 
9 objects to represent Abel’s 9 apples and 3 objects to represent 
Susan’s 3 apples. Then they will compare the 2 sets of objects. 

Note that even though the modeling of the two problems above is 
different, the equation, 9 - 3 = ?, can represent both situations yet the 
compare example can also be represented by 3 + ? = 9 (How many more 

Appears again in 
Units 3, 4, and 6. 
 
Eureka Math 
Module 2 Lessons 
22-29 
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1.MP.4. Model with mathematics. 
1.MP.5. Use appropriate tools 
strategically. 
1.MP.8. Look for and express regularity in 
repeated reasoning. 

do I need to make 9?). 
It is important to attend to the difficulty level of the problem situations in 
relation to the position of the unknown. 

 Result Unknown, Total Unknown, and Both Addends Unknown 
problems are the least complex for students.  

 The next level of difficulty includes Change Unknown, Addend 
Unknown, and Difference Unknown. 

 The most difficult are Start Unknown and versions of Bigger and 
Smaller Unknown (compare problems). 

Students may use document cameras to display their combining or 
separating strategies. This gives them the opportunity to communicate 
and justify their thinking. 

1.OA B 4 Understand subtraction as an unknown-
addend problem. For example, subtract 10 
– 8 by finding the number that makes 10 
when added to 8. 
 
1.MP.2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 
1.MP.7. Look for and make use of 
structure. 
1.MP.8. Look for and express regularity in 
repeated reasoning. 

When determining the answer to a subtraction problem, 12 - 5, students 
think, “If I have 5, how many more do I need to make 12?” Encouraging 
students to record this symbolically, 5 + ? = 12, will develop their 
understanding of the relationship between addition and subtraction.  
Some strategies they may use are counting objects, creating drawings, 
counting up, using number lines or 10 frames to determine an answer. 
 

Eureka Math 
Module 2 Lessons 
22-25 

1.OA C 6 Add and subtract within 20, 
demonstrating fluency for addition and 
subtraction within 10. Use strategies such 
as counting on; making ten (e.g., 8 + 6 = 8 
+ 2 + 4 = 10 + 4 = 14); decomposing a 
number leading to a ten (e.g., 13 – 4 = 13 – 
3 – 1 = 10 – 1 = 9); using the relationship 
between addition and subtraction (e.g., 
knowing that 8 + 4 = 12, one knows 12 – 8 
= 4); and creating equivalent but easier or 

This standard is strongly connected to all the standards in this domain. It 
focuses on students being able to fluently add and subtract numbers to 
10 and having experiences adding and subtracting within 20 using mental 
strategies. By studying patterns and relationships in addition facts and 
relating addition and subtraction, students build a foundation for fluency 
with addition and subtraction facts. Adding and subtracting fluently refers 
to knowledge of procedures, knowledge of when and how to use them 
appropriately, and skill in performing them flexibly, accurately, and 
efficiently. The use of objects, diagrams, or interactive whiteboards and 
various strategies will help students develop fluency. 

Eureka Math 
Module 2 Lessons 
22-29 
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known sums (e.g., adding 6 + 7 by creating 
the known equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 
13). 
 
1.MP.2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 
1.MP.7. Look for and make use of 
structure. 
1.MP.8. Look for and express regularity in 
repeated reasoning. 

1.NBT B 2 Understand that the two digits of a two-
digit number represent amounts of tens 
and ones. Understand the following as 
special cases: 

a. 10 can be thought of as a bundle 
of ten ones — called a “ten.” 

b. The numbers from 11 to 19 are 
composed of a ten and one, two, 
three, four, five, six, seven, eight, 
or nine ones.  

c. The numbers 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 
60, 70, 80, 90 refer to one, two, 
three, four, five, six, seven, eight, 
or nine tens (and 0 ones). 

 
1.MP.2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 
1.MP.7. Look for and make use of 
structure. 
1.MP.8. Look for and express regularity in 
repeated reasoning. 
 

Understanding the concept of 10 is fundamental to children’s 
mathematical development. Students need multiple opportunities 
counting 10 objects and “bundling” them into one group of ten. They 
count between 10 and 20 objects and make a bundle of 10 with or 
without some left over (this will help students who find it difficult to write 
teen numbers).  
 
Students may use the document camera or interactive whiteboard to 
demonstrate their “bundling” of objects. This gives them the opportunity 
to communicate their thinking. 

Appears again in 
Units 4 and 6. 
 
Eureka Math 
Module 2 Lessons 
26-29 
The numbers in this 
unit are limited to 
20 –  “Ten and 
some more.” 
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Unit 3 – Ordering and Comparing Length Measurements as Numbers 
Approximately 14 Days – Begin around November 14th    

Unit 3 begins by extending students’ kindergarten experiences with direct length comparison to indirect comparison whereby the length of one object is used to 
compare the lengths of two other objects.  Longer than and shorter than are taken to a new level of precision by introducing the idea of a length unit.  Students 
then explore the usefulness of measuring with similar units. The unit closes with students representing and interpreting data. 

Major Clusters: 
1.OA.A – Represent and solve problems involving addition and subtraction  
1.MD.A – Measure lengths indirectly and by iterating length units. 

Supporting 
Clusters: 

 

Vocabulary Centimeter, centimeter cube, length unit 

1.OA A 1 Use addition and subtraction within 20 to 
solve word problems involving situations 
of adding to, taking from, putting 
together, taking apart, and comparing, 
with unknowns in all positions, e.g., by 
using objects, drawings, and equations 
with a symbol for the unknown number to 
represent the problem. 
 
1.MP.1. Make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them. 
1.MP.2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 
1.MP.3. Construct viable arguments and 
critique the reasoning of others. 
1.MP.4. Model with mathematics. 
1.MP.5. Use appropriate tools 
strategically. 
1.MP.8. Look for and express regularity in 
repeated reasoning. 

Contextual problems that are closely connected to students’ lives should 
be used to develop fluency with addition and subtraction. Table 1 
describes the four different addition and subtraction situations and their 
relationship to the position of the unknown. 1st grade students should 
have experiences with all problem situations in Table 1. Students use 
objects, drawings, or numbers to represent the different situations. 

 Take From example: Abel has 9 apples. He gave 3 to Susan.  How 
many apples does Abel have now? 

 Compare example: Abel has 9 apples. Susan has 3 apples. How 
many more apples does Abel have than Susan?  A student will use 
9 objects to represent Abel’s 9 apples and 3 objects to represent 
Susan’s 3 apples. Then they will compare the 2 sets of objects. 

Note that even though the modeling of the two problems above is 
different, the equation, 9 - 3 = ?, can represent both situations yet the 
compare example can also be represented by 3 + ? = 9 (How many more 
do I need to make 9?). 
It is important to attend to the difficulty level of the problem situations in 
relation to the position of the unknown. 

 Result Unknown, Total Unknown, and Both Addends Unknown 
problems are the least complex for students.  

 The next level of difficulty includes Change Unknown, Addend 

Appears again in 
Unit 4 and 6. 
 
Eureka Math 
Module 3 Lessons 7-
13 
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Unknown, and Difference Unknown. 

 The most difficult are Start Unknown and versions of Bigger and 
Smaller Unknown (compare problems). 

Students may use document cameras to display their combining or 
separating strategies. This gives them the opportunity to communicate 
and justify their thinking. 

1.MD  A 1 Order three objects by length; compare 
the lengths of two objects indirectly by 
using a third object. 
 
1.MP.6. Attend to precision. 
1.MP.7. Look for and make use of 
structure. 

In order for students to be able to compare objects, students need to 
understand that length is measured from one end point to another end 
point. They determine which of two objects is longer, by physically 
aligning the objects. Typical language of length includes taller, shorter, 
longer, and higher. When students use bigger or smaller as a comparison, 
they should explain what they mean by the word. Some objects may have 
more than one measurement of length, so students identify the length 
they are measuring. Both the length and the width of an object are 
measurements of length. 
Examples for ordering: 

 Order three students by their height 

 Order pencils, crayons, and/or markers by length 

 Build three towers (with cubes) and order them from shortest to 
tallest 

 Three students each draw one line, then order the lines from 
longest to shortest  

Example for comparing indirectly: 

 Two students each make a dough “snake.” Given a tower of 
cubes, each student compares his/her snake to the tower. Then 
students make statements such as, “My snake is longer than the 
cube tower and your snake is shorter than the cube tower. So, my 
snake is longer than your snake.” 

Students may use an interactive whiteboard or document camera to 
demonstrate and justify comparisons. 

Eureka Math 
Module 3 Lessons 1-
6 

1.MD A 2 Express the length of an object as a whole 
number of length units by laying multiple 
copies of a shorter object (the length unit) 

Students use their counting skills while measuring with non-standard 
units. While this standard limits measurement to whole numbers of 
length, in a natural environment, not all objects will measure to an exact 

Eureka Math 
Module 3 Lessons 4-
9 
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end to end; understand that the length 
measurement of an object is the number 
of same-size length units that span it with 
no gaps or overlaps. Limit to contexts 
where the object being measured is 
spanned by a whole number of length 
units with no gaps or overlaps. 
1.MP.5. Use appropriate tools 
strategically. 
1.MP.6. Attend to precision. 
1.MP.7. Look for and make use of 
structure. 

whole unit. When students determine that the length of a pencil is six to 
seven paperclips long, they can state that it is about six paperclips long. 
Example: 

 Ask students to use multiple units of the same object to measure 
the length of a pencil.  

(How many paper clips will it take to measure how long the pencil is?) 

 
Students may use the document camera or interactive whiteboard to 
demonstrate their counting and measuring skills. 

1.MD C 4 Organize, represent, and interpret data 
with up to three categories; ask and 
answer questions about the total number 
of data points, how many in each 
category, and how many more or less are 
in one category than in another. 
 
1.MP.2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 
1.MP.3. Construct viable arguments and 
critique the reasoning of others. 
1.MP.4. Model with mathematics. 
1.MP.5. Use appropriate tools 
strategically. 
1.MP.6. Attend to precision. 

Students create object graphs and tally charts using data relevant to their 
lives (e.g., favorite ice cream, eye color, pets, etc.). Graphs may be 
constructed by groups of students as well as by individual students. 
 
Counting objects should be reinforced when collecting, representing, and 
interpreting data. Students describe the object graphs and tally charts 
they create. They should also ask and answer questions based on these 
charts or graphs that reinforce other mathematics concepts such as 
sorting and comparing. The data chosen or questions asked give students 
opportunities to reinforce their understanding of place value, identifying 
ten more and ten less, relating counting to addition and subtraction and 
using comparative language and symbols. 
Students may use an interactive whiteboard to place objects onto a 
graph. This gives them the opportunity to communicate and justify their 
thinking. 

Eureka Math  
Module 3 Lessons 
10-13 

District Assessment and Review 
Approximately 14 Days – Begin around December 5th   

The remaining time before winter break should be used to administer the district assessment and reteach standards.  This can also be used as a “catch-up” period, 
ensuring that all first grade teachers begin on Unit 4 when returning from break. 

 


